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BERLITZ JAPANESE IN 30 DAYSLearn a new language in just one monthLearn everyday

Japanese in just 30 days! Daily lessons are designed to fit into your busy schedule the package

includes a course book with short dialogues, pronunciation guide, tests and bilingual dictionary and

two audio CDs that focus on the conversational language you want to learn. What Do I Get?*2 audio

CDs with native speakers (2 hours total) *2-color illustrated course book How Does the Course

Work? 1. Short, practical lessons are easy to complete2. Print and audio format is ideal for all types

of learners3. Audio provides correct pronunciation at a natural pace4. Compatible with your

iPodÃ‚Â® or MP3 devicesLearn to: *Meet and greet*Shop with ease*Talk about daily routines*Have

phone conversations*Order in a restaurant*Make small talk*Get around town*Talk about your job
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About BerlitzFor more than 125 years, Berlitz has been the most trusted name in language learning.

Berlitz was built on the principle that language skills are best acquired through conversation, with a

focus on real-life situations. Today, we offer self-study audio language programs, phrasebooks and

dictionaries in more than 30 languages for children and adults.br>With more than 450 language

schools in over 60 countries, Berlitz has taught millions how to speak another language.

I bought this at a low price from Media Universe. It is in excellent conditions. This book is useful and

I could learn it really fast. The only thing that I don't like about the book is that there is no Japanese



writing lesson until the last couple chapters of the book.

What a great deal on this product. I originally had this box set many years ago but it seems I

misplaced my CD's and was left with only my textbook. I decided to reorder this box set again. I'm

glad I can sit down and relearn things I forgot and progress in my learning and become more fluent.

Pro: 1-Clear explanation of basic grammar. 2-Pronunciation speed slow enough to fit

beginners.Con: 1-Recording sound quality: harsh. Berlitz says, on the cover page, that the original

publication was from another company (Ch & Tsui). I am not sure that the recording was originally

from cassette tapes (very noisy background) ?? 2- Binding: Same problems with other

30-days-series (I own French & Spanish 30 days) the binding was unsatisfactory. I can't open the

book easily and the individual pages came off loose after few attempts. I am not sure if the

speaker(s) is(are) native Japanese. 3- Not enough Japanese characters.

I brought it, tried it, and regret it.WARNING: don't waste your money on the audio CD. It sounds like

the audio was converted from an old tape recording of an old man talking in a tunnel... oh, and my

Japanese friend confirmed he has a lisp!This is also creepy... seriously! Example: "Berlitz Japanese

lesson 17: What Do You Like?"... Old guy: "which teacher do you like?" Young girl: "I like the history

teacher"... Clearly, Berlitz are going for a very specific market here...Someone should have told this

old guy he is past it and can't pronounce his native language well enough to teach it. This is a great

example for everyone wanting to learn about Japan - specifically, why their economic is stagnant

and why companies like Toyota end up with 'safety issues'.They should have hired a guy off the

street with a good mike on his phone and access to a quiet room.

The CD is again scratched up; Is  selling returned products. Buyerof this kind of product can make

purchases and downloads the CD on to iphone and returns them. The CD "cartboard" holder is too

tight to take out the CD.
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